Market Perspective
One of my least favorite words is “unprecedented”. It’s generally overused, covering everything from
sports performances to weather.
For now, it’s the only word that actually fits in my opinion. The actions taken by businesses and
governments at every level are indeed unprecedented in my life and professional experience.
At times like this, I see some people at their most fearful and others at their most resilient. I would use the
word “confident”, but we are not quite there yet. Someday soon, hopefully.
I have had people apologize to me for being fearful for their and our collective futures. No need to
apologize. This situation concerns everyone because of the financial or societal impact, and it concerns
us for the health of people we either know or know of.
People still have the 2008-09 financial meltdown very fresh in their memories. We do not yet know what
the outcome will be of the coronavirus, I believe that the financial system implications will not be as long
as that “Great Recession” though they will be pretty intense in the next few months.
Viruses have a lifespan and each day we move through this one we get closer to the peak, but also closer
to the end of it. The medical community is working 24/7 on potential treatments to deal with this deadly
disease and I believe they will be successful. I expect that the social distancing steps we are taking,
including forcing businesses, to close will limit the trajectory of the spread of the disease.
As a person who cares about the welfare of our clients, my friends, family and myself, I am most
concerned about getting through this health crisis as quickly as possible, but knowing that in this case,
quick is probably not likely. Not years, but months perhaps before this is largely behind us.
As someone who has been handling people’s finances for 45 years, I have both the resources available
as well as personal experience to give some perspective on what I think will happen, though no one really
knows what will happen or when. Just my own personal observations.
We have experienced health related crises in the past. The worst one was the Spanish flu in 1918. It
killed millions worldwide. This occurred before antibiotics and the difference between medical care then
and now is immeasurable. We have had H1N1, Ebola, MERS, SARS, AIDS. All are or were deadly, as is
the flu. In each case, we in the US have been able to treat or cure the illness and move our society and
financial world forward. Without exception. I do not believe that this will be an exception.
A month ago, we were at an all-time high in the US stock market, a 50-year low in unemployment, a
modestly but steadily growing economy. We have taken quite a punch these last 30 days, but it’s not a
knockout punch. I believe it will take time to recover, months, but not years either and we are seeing
government officials come together in a more or less unified manner to address the problems.
We have seen and perhaps you have as well, a chart showing the growth in the economy overlaid against
the dates of infectious diseases. It is meant to provide perspective and a sense of calm and for me it
does. See next page. It is not a promise of success nor a time frame for this to be over, but it does show
that we have had situations before, each different but similar and we persevered

In speaking with not only clients, but professionals from the various investment firms that we deal with,
there is the fear that one would expect at a time like this. There is also a resolve, that we will get through
this, that while we won’t likely ever forget the impositions of shortages and lock downs, we also will do
what we have to, pay what we have to, to be better prepared next time and to resume our lives.
As painful as it is for each of you, we feel it is our primary responsibility to keep focused on the
reason people invest money for their future. It is not for a 30-day period, it’s more likely for a 30year period that could include planning for themselves, their spouse, children and grandchildren.
People invest to meet personal, family and philanthropic goals. The guaranteed rates available today, an
all-time low of just over 1% for 30-year maturity US Treasury bond, will assure that most people likely
never meet those goals without the risk of owning shares of US and foreign companies. While we all wish
that were not the case, it is the case. People often have a hard time owning risk assets. They don’t want
to, but they may need to in order to achieve what their goals are. It is not easy at times like now.
There is never a day where you could not find a reason to seek safety and abandon investing in volatile
investment markets. The news is a daily reminder of the risks of life. Some, like this one, are truly
frightening and seemingly a permanent threat to our individual lives and way of living.
In the past, markets that have dropped precipitously often react equally strongly on the way back up. Will
that happen this time? No one knows, but unless this virus is much, much more deadly than it appears
(and its plenty deadly for sure) we will develop a vaccine and other treatments.
This virus, like others before it, will be part of our past, but not our future.

Anticipating a market return, if you missed some of the best days, which may occur early in the recovery,
you may have a less than optimum outcome. My assumption is it will be how the market recovery occurs
this time as well. In March, though the Dow Jones Industrial Average has seen its 5 biggest point drop
days, it has also had its 4 largest point up days.
The economy is about to contract…a lot. On an annualized basis, I have read projections as high as 30%
with up to 30% unemployment both of those peaking in the 2nd quarter of the year, with recovery
thereafter as the virus cases subside. Hopefully, neither unemployment nor decline in GDP will be that
bad, but they might.
Normally, those numbers would frighten me a great deal. In this case, it is not a natural occurrence, but a
planned one. That is a big difference.
We are going to pay people not to work in order to preserve the health of millions of citizens. We have
largely shut down the economy for maybe a few months as part of that strategy. Though in the end we
will call it a recession with record unemployment, to me it is neither. We have a threat, and this is how we
are confronting it. Otherwise, the economy is pretty solid, banking sector is the best in many years.
There will be mistakes, maybe some big ones as the various levels of government take extraordinary
steps to stop the disease. Someday, we can evaluate what worked, what didn’t, who was right and who
was wrong. Today is not the day for that in my opinion.
We will continue to spend our time looking for ways that our clients can participate in the recovery, reduce
risk and portfolio costs and taxes where possible and keep all of those who rely on our stewardship of
their assets on track to meet their goals.
Should you wish to discuss any of this with us, please call 856-845-4005 during business hours, or we
can be reached on our cell phones at any time, day or night:
Financial Advisors' Cell Phone Numbers:
Paul – 856-305-6524
Chris – 856-430-3360
Steffanie – 609-970-3314
Anthony – 609-922-8203
Sincerely,

Paul Tully
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™
RETIREMENT INCOME CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL®
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